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A lovely kiss
I let my soul go
Down the river-She wanted
To kiss her love, Sea.
A haiku for the unhappy
This haiku is for
The negger, like it or not,
Penned down with my soul.
A Christmas wish
To see the past as
Taped in my mind; be able
To delete bad parts.
A difficult task
It is not easy
Understanding the feelings
Of unhappy hearts.
A simple life
My life is simple,
But if you do not believe
Me, you can ask wind.
Amazing
Every time I see
Hummingbirds and Roses I
See love-Amazing.

Another wonderful night
This morning before
The sunrise she kissed me, yes,
Just to wake me up.
Barefoot
Barefoot on the beach
My baby and me, dancing,
Singing with the waves.
Self exiled
On his way to marsSee, in his own planet no
One is a prophet.
Best friend
“Wind now my best friend”
Said Garden-He brought the seeds
Now make me happy.
Birthday party at MacDonald
I see tears of joy
Abandoned child becomes five
It’s a miracle.
Boy, the smile was not for me
I said “Hi”-Looking
Back I realized she was
Not smiling at me.

Distant love
I miss them so much
My lovely girlfriend and her
Alligator tears.
Earth to Sun
“I love it” Earth told
Sun “Each time I see you, you
Make my heart feel warm”
Eternal lovers
Each time the sun shows
Up in the horizon the
Forest kisses him.
For ever happy
You, a soul; me, a
Heart-We, couple bound to be
Happy for ever.
Haiku and Love
SimilaritiesBetter late than never, rule
For love and haiku.
Happiness
It is a shinning
Arrow with the shape of a
Zigzag-Happiness.

Happy Tears
No tears I was told,
But I could not stop crying;
I was so happy.
Happy valentines
Crying she told me
“Nobody ever loved me
This much-I just smiled.
Dust, Flower and Wind
"Wind not being nice"
Flower said -"Throwing dust on
My petals he is".
At sea
At sea, calm night, no
Way to get lost-Sun shows me
Straight line to heaven.
Broken hearts, men and kisses
"Be aware of men"
Broken heart said "Those who kiss
You for no reason”
Comet in love
Comet just went byHe is going to meet his
Wishing star again.
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